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1. Message Structure 
The interface will be RS232 at 9600 or 19200 baud. Cabling will be 9 pin dsub male to female 
straight wired using pins 2,3 and 5. 

Numbers will be ASCII coded hexadecimal. 

 

address header length data checksum Delimiter 

2 
characters 

2 characters 2 characters representing 
1 byte of information 

variable 2 characters representing 1 
byte of information 

CR 

 

The address will indicate which projector is to interpret the message according to the specific 
projector addresses set. 

The header will indicate the message type according the tables below. 

The length will indicate the amount of variable length data to follow, in bytes, not including the 
checksum. 

The checksum will be generated by summing all preceding bytes of the message including the header 
character and masking all but the last byte. 
A checksum of XX will indicate that the checksum should be ignored and the message treated as 
correctly received.  This enables the interface to be driven manually for testing without the human 
operator having to calculate checksums. 

The delimiter will be carriage return, ASCII 0x13. 

Each message will ACK or NAKed as appropriate using the standard ASCII ACK and NAK codes. 
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2. Messages to the projector 

 
2.1.2.1. Mute (01) 

 

XX = Setting 1X = Picture mute  
2X = Picture unmute 
X1 = Audio mute 
X2 = Audio unmute 

Mute or unmute the picture and/or audio.  Note that the Picture and Audio mute values are combined 
in the single data byte.  Eg. a data byte of 21 requests picture unmute and audio mute. 

2.1.3. Lens Control (02) 
XX = Feature Select 01 = Focus 

02 = Zoom 
04 = Vertical Shift 
08 = Horizontal Shift 
10 = Shutter 

XX = Required Value The required setting. 
For shutter 00 = closed, FF = open. 
For others value is twos compliment, 
+ve values are up, in and left 
ñve values are down, out and right 
units are 100ms of movement. 

Sets the selected motorised lens function to the specified value.  Certain models of projector may 
have all, none or a combination of these features. 
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2.1.4. User Interface lock/unlock (03) 
XX = Lock 00 = Unlock 

01 = Lock 

User Interface lock causes the projector to ignore all commands received from the user via the remote 
control handset (the zapper) thus preventing unpredictable interactions between the controlling 
computer and the user interface as driven by the user. 

The lock is active until either it is switched off with an unlock command or the unit is power cycled. 

Authors of remote control software should be aware of the obvious dangers of misuse of this 
command. 

2.1.5. Query Capability (04) 
By querying the capability the remote control computer can determine the set of operations possible 
with this projector. 

2.1.6. Query Settings (05) 
By querying the current settings the remote control computer can determine the state of the projector. 

2.1.7. Query Model Information (06) 
Allows the controlling computer to gather information on protocol specification and projector model 
number. 

2.1.8. System Initialise (07) 
Allows the projector to be set to its factory shipped state. 

This command causes complete amnesia. 

Obvious dangers exist here and it is the responsibility of the author of the remote control software to 
prevent misuse. All settings within the projector will be erased and factory default values will be 
inserted, which will not give optimum image performance. 

2.1.9. Channel Change (08) 
XX = Channel The required channel 

Changes to the selected channel. 

2.1.11. Simulate Remote Control Command (0d) 
XX = Command Byte  

Causes the projector to interpret the command exactly as if it had been received from the remote 
control unit (zapper) irrespective of the state of the user interface lock setting.  See Remote Control 
Codes, page 24. 
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2.1.15. Display Test Pattern (11) 
XX = Test Pattern The test pattern to be displayed 

00 = Off, 
01 = Flat field, 
02 = Ramp 
03 = Checkerboard 
04 = Grid 

Causes the appropriate test pattern to be displayed. 

2.1.16. Image Orientation (12) 
XX = Orientation The orientation to be used 

00 = no flip 
01 = north/south flip 
02 = east/west flip 
03 = north/south and east/west flip. 

Causes the image to be displayed using the selected orientation. 

2.1.18. Gamma Table Manipulation 
The projector holds three gamma tables.  Two are predefined and the third is user defined.  To set up 
the user defined gamma table the external computer must first construct it using a sequence of Build 
Gamma Table messages then download it into the underlying hardware with a Download Gamma 
message.  At this point the projector clip settings are applied to the table.  It is then available for 
selection with the Select Gamma message. 

Note that for projector clip settings other than 0 to function correctly the gamma table must consist of 
output values which increase or remain constant as the input value increases. 

2.1.18.1. Build Gamma Table (25) 
XX, XX = Start Position The position in the gamma table at which to insert the 

following data, most significant byte first. 

XX = Number of values. The number of table elements to follow. 
Maximum permitted number of elements is 125. 

XX,XX ñ XX,XX = The gamma values. 
NOTE: Each 16 ñ bit table element must be sent as two 8 ñ bit 
numbers, most significant byte first. 

2.1.18.2. Download Gamma (14) 
Causes the user defined gamma table to be downloaded to the light engine. 

NOTE: The table MUST have been previously sent to the projector from the remote computer by 
using the BUILD GAMMA TABLE command as many times as necessary. 

2.1.18.3. Select Gamma (13) 
XX = Gamma The gamma setting to be used 

00 = TV 
01 = Film 
02 = User defined 

Causes the image to be displayed using the selected gamma. 
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2.1.19. Set Colour Balance (15) 
XX = Red Brightness (lift) The overall red brightness in the range 00 to FF. 

XX = Green Brightness (lift) The overall green brightness in the range 00 to FF. 

XX = Blue Brightness (lift) The overall blue brightness in the range 00 to FF. 

XX = Red Contrast (gain) The overall red contrast in the range 00 to FF. 

XX = Green Contrast (gain) The overall green contrast in the range 00 to FF. 

XX = Blue Contrast (gain) The overall blue contrast in the range 00 to FF. 

Causes the image to be displayed using the brightness and contrast as set. 

2.1.21. Set Password (17) 
XX, XX, XX, XX = Password Four digits representing the new password. 

No verification of existing passwords is performed. 

2.1.22. Set Address (18) 
XX = Address The new address. 

Care should be taken when using this command as the results can be confusing!  Any projector for 
which this is a valid message will change its address to the new address. 
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2.1.24. Set User Preferences (1a) 
XX = Start-up Channel Selection The channel to be selected on start-up. 

00 = the last used channel 
01 = the first channel found with a valid sync present 
02 = the preset channel number 

XX = Preset Channel Number The channel number to be used when preset channel is selected. 

XX = Start-up Mutes The mute setting on start-up 
1X = Picture mute 
2X = Picture unmute 
X1 = Audio mute 
X2 = Audio unmute 

XX = Start-up OSD State Off/On 00 = Off 
01= On. 

XX = Background. 00 = Normal 
01 = Transparent. 

XX = Language. The OSD language. 

Sets the user preferences to be used either immediately or the next time the projector is powered up. 
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2.2. Current image settings 

2.2.1. Set To Value (20) 
XX = Feature Select 01 = Brightness 1 byte value 

02 = Contrast 1 byte value 
03 = Sharpness 1 byte value 
04 = Saturation 1 byte value 
05 = Hue 1 byte value 
06 = Colour Temperature 2 byte value 
07 = Horizontal Position 2 byte value 
08 = Vertical Position 2 byte value 
09 = Horizontal Size 2 byte value 
0a = Vertical Size 2 byte value 
0b = Pixel Count 2 byte value 
0c = Pixel Phase 1 byte value 
0d = Component Type 1 byte value 
0e = Menu State 1 byte value 00 = off 
  01 = on 
0f = Aspect Ratio 1 byte value 00 = 4 * 3 
  01 = 5 * 4 
  02 = 16 * 9 
  03 = 14 * 9 
  04 = 8 * 5 
  05 = 1 to 1 
  06 = User defined 
10 = User Defined Width 2 byte value 
11 = User Defined Height 2 byte value 

XX or 
XX,XX = Required Value The required setting. 

Sets the selected feature to the specified value. 

Ranges are as given in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

2.2.2. Save Settings (21) 
Saves the current image settings to the currently selected channel. 

2.2.3. Previous Settings (22) 
Causes the previously saved image settings to be used for the currently selected channel. 

2.2.4. Revised Settings (23) 
Causes the revised image settings to be used for the currently selected channel. 

2.2.5. Preset Settings (24) 
Causes the preset image settings to be used for the currently selected channel. 
 

2.3. Channel Data 
The channel, computer card and submode data is stored in a collection of data structures. 
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Channel Array Each channel is a structure containing the information stored on 
a per channel basis, one element of which is a pointer to a 
computer card. 

Computer Card Double Linked List Each computer card is a structure, one element of which is a 
pointer to a submode. 

Submode Double Linked Lists Each submode is a structure containing information stored on a 
per submode basis. 

Three types of access are allowed to this collection of structures. 

Access to a channel This is used to up and download complete channels.  The 
channel is transferred as an atomic series of messages.  The 
channel specific data is transferred in a single up/download 
channel data command.  The computer card is transferred in a 
single up/download computer card command.  The submodes 
are transferred in a series of up/download submode commands. 
All existing data for the channel will be overwritten. 

 up/download channel data 
  up/download computer card 
   up/download submode 
   " 
   up/download submode 
 structure transfer complete 

Access to the computer card list This is used to up and download the complete computer card 
list including all submodes.  The list is transferred as an atomic 
series of messages.  Each computer card is transferred in an 
up/download computer card command.  The submodes are 
transferred in a series of up/download submode commands. 
The existing computer card list will be overwritten. 

 begin up/download computer card list 

 up/download computer card 
  up/download submode 
  " 
  up/download submode 

 " 

 up/download computer card 
  up/download submode 
  " 
  up/download submode 
 structure transfer complete 
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Addition to the computer card list This is used to add a single computer card including all 
submodes to the computer card list.  The card is transferred as 
an atomic series of messages.  The computer card is transferred 
in a download computer card command.  The submodes are 
transferred in a series of download submode commands. 

 add computer card 

 download computer card 
  download submode 
  " 
  download submode 
 structure transfer complete 

When data is downloaded to the projector in this way there exists the possibility that the projector 
will have insufficient memory to store all of the downloaded data.  When this occurs the projector 
will send to the remote control computer a data storage fail message.  The projector will store as 
much of the already received data as is possible while maintaining data coherency. 

2.3.1. Download Channel Data (30) 
XX = Status 00 = Deleted, 

01 = Read/write 
02 = Read only. 

XX = Number The channel number. 

XX-XX = Name An unterminated, fixed length (40) string. 

XX = Input Number The number of the input on the back of the projector 

XX = Switcher Address Not currently used. 

XX = Switcher Input Number The switcher channel to be selected. 

XX = Horizontal Sampling 00 = video 
01 = computer. 

?? = Computer Card Flag  

XX = Sync Mode 00 = auto 
01 = component  4 wire 
02 = separate   5 wire 
03 = green   3 wire 

XX = Video Standard 00 = Auto 
01 = PAL 
02 = NTSC 
03 = SECAM 
04 = Component 
05 = S_Video 

XX = Component Type 00 = RGB 
01 = YCrCb 

XX,XX = Colour Temperature 2,000 to 10,000 

XX = Brightness 00 to ff 

XX = Contrast 00 to ff 
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XX = Saturation 00 to 64 

XX = Sharpness 00 to 03 

XX = Hue 00 to 64 

[Picture flip deleted] 

[Gamma Setting deleted] 

[Inversion deleted] 

XX = Film Look Enable 00 = disable 
01 = enable 

XX = Film Look Select 00 = Film look 1 
01 = Film look 2 

XX = Motion Detect Enable 00 = disable 
01 = enable 

Downloads the channel structure for a particular channel from the remote control computer to the 
projector.  All existing data for that channel will be overwritten. 

The structure's computer card pointer will be set within the projector to point to either a null structure 
or to the location of the data structure received in a subsequent download computer card message. 

2.3.2. Download Computer Card Data (31) 
XX = Status The status of the submode 

00 = deleted 
01 = read write 
02 = read only 

XX-XX = Name An unterminated, fixed length (20) string. 

Downloads a computer card structure from the remote control computer to the projector. 

The structure's submode pointer will be set within the projector to point to either a null structure or to 
the location of the data structure received in a subsequent download submode message. 
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2.3.3. Download Submode Data (32) 
XX = Status The status of the submode 

00 = deleted 
01 = read write 
02 = read only 

XX = Hsync  

XX = Vsync  

XX = Interlaced  

XX,XX = Line Rate The line frequency in kHz * 100 

XX,XX = Frame Rate The frame frequency in Hz * 100 

XX,XX = Pixels Per Line The number of active pixels per line 

XX = Pixel Phase The pixel phase in the range 0 to 100 

XX,XX = Horizontal Size The horizontal size of the active area as a percentage of the 
total line * 100 

XX,XX = Vertical Size The vertical size of the active area as a percentage of the total 
number of lines * 100 

XX,XX = Horizontal Position The horizontal position of the center of the active area as a 
percentage of the total line * 100 

XX,XX = Vertical Position The vertical position of the center of the active area as a 
percentage of the total number of lines * 100 

XX = Aspect Ratio  

XX-XX = Name An unterminated, fixed length (8) string. 

Downloads a submode structure from the remote control computer to the projector. 

The structure's pointer to the following submode will be set within the projector to point to either a 
null structure or to the location of the data structure received in a subsequent download submode 
message. 

2.3.4. Begin Download Computer Card List (33) 
Begins the transfer of computer card and submode data and is used to indicate that the computer 
cards and their associated submodes received in the following sequence of messages are intended to 
replace those extant. 

2.3.5. Add Computer Card (34) 
Begins the transfer of computer card and submode data which is to be added to the computer card 
list. 

2.3.6. Structure Transfer Complete (35) 
Terminates the transfer of channel, computer card and submode data and is used as a dummy 
message to indicate that no more data is forthcoming. 
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2.3.7. Upload Channel Data Request (36) 
XX = Channel Number The channel number 

Requests the projector to upload to the remote control computer the channel data for the specified 
channel. 

2.3.8. Upload Computer Card Data Request (37) 
Requests the projector to upload to the remote control computer the complete computer card list. 

2.4. Maintenance 
Maintenance messages are included in this document for completeness.  It is not envisaged that they 
will be of any use to end users and indeed they may be harmful if used inappropriately. 

Some, all or none of these messages may be implemented depending on projector type and release 
status. 

2.4.2. Flash Image Verify (61) 
Checksums the flash image in the program space to determine if a valid image exists. 

Generates a Flash Verify Response message. 

2.4.3. Flash Identify Images (62) 
Returns information on the contents of the two flash banks. 

Note that the response is textual and doesnít conform to the computer port protocol.  If there isnít a 
valid image in a bank then the message is simply ëno imageí but in the case where there is a valid 
image then the version of the S/W and the image sequence number are returned. 

2.4.4. Flash Erase (63) 
Starts the erasure of the flash memory in the program space. 

Generates a Flash Bank Erase Response message. 

2.4.5. Flash Download Image In S-Record Format (64) 
Puts the computer input port into receiving S Record mode.  In this mode it accepts Motorola S-
Records in their text form.  This is a violation of the normal computer port protocol. 

The computer input port logic leaves this special mode if there is a timeout or when a download has 
been completed. 

2.4.7. Flash Idle Query (66) 
Tests if either of the flash devices is busy performing one of itís internal algorithms. 

Returns the response information in a Flash Idle Response (0x8d) message. 

2.4.8. Query Image Information (67) 
XX = Query type 01 = Query Running Image.  Queries which image is running 

and itís version number.  Generates an Image Information 
Response message. 
02 = Query Flash Images.  Queries the sequence and version 
numbers of the images. Generates an Image Information 
Response message. 
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03 = Query Hardware Revisions.  Queries the hardware version 
information of the boards. Generates an Image Information 
Response message. 
04 = Load Decompression Key.  Specifies the amount of 
decompression key to follow. 
05 = Program Data Block.  Specifies the amount and intended 
offset of the data to follow. 
06 = Program Compressed Data Block.  Specifies the amount 
and intended size and offset of the data to follow. 
07 = Finish off Flash Image.  Causes the finalisation of the 
flash image in program space. 

Then either, for a Load Decompression Key: 

XX, XX = Amount of data The amount of data to follow. 

And then the decompression key data referred to. 

Or, for a Program Data Block: 

XX, XX = Amount of data The amount of data to follow. 

XX,XX,XX,XX = Offset The offset of the data into program space. 

And then the block of program data referred to. 

Or for a Program Compressed Data Block: 

XX, XX = Amount of data The amount of data to follow. 

XX, XX = Intended Size The size of the data after decompression. 

XX,XX,XX,XX = Offset The offset of the data into program space. 

And then the block of program data referred to. 
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3. Messages From The Projector 

3.1. Capability (80) 
XX, XX = Input Width The maximum permissible, in pixels 

XX, XX = Input Height The maximum permissible, in lines 

XX, XX = Input Frequency The maximum permissible, in Hz 

XX, XX = Output Width The maximum permissible, in pixels 

XX, XX = Output Height The maximum permissible, in lines 

XX = Channels The number of channels supported 

XX = Lamp Levels The number of lamp power levels supported 

XX = Lens Control In combination: 
01 = Focus controllable 
02 = Zoom controllable 
04 = Rising front controllable 

3.2. Settings (81) 
XX = Lamp Power Level The current lamp power level 

XX = Mutes 1X = Picture muted 
2X = Picture unmuted 
X1 = Audio muted 
X2 = Audio unmuted 

XX = Lens Focus The current focus setting 

XX = Lens Zoom The current zoom setting 

XX = Lens Rising Front The current rising front setting 

XX = User Interface Lock 00 = Unlocked 
01 = Locked 

XX = Channel The current channel number 

XX = OSD State The user OSD state 
00 = Off 
01 = On 

XX = Menu State The menu state 
00 = Off 
01 = On 

XX = Image Orientation 00 = no flip 
01 = north/south flip 
02 = east/west flip 
03 = north/south and east/west flip. 

XX = Gamma 00 = TV 
01 = Film 

XX = Overall Red Brightness (lift) The overall red brightness. 
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XX = Overall Green Brightness (lift) The overall green brightness. 

XX = Overall Blue Brightness (lift) The overall blue brightness. 

XX = Overall Red Contrast (gain) The overall red contrast. 

XX = Overall Green Contrast (gain) The overall green contrast. 

XX = Overall Blue Contrast (gain) The overall blue contrast. 

XX = Red Clip The red clip. 

XX = Green Clip The green clip. 

XX = Blue Clip The blue clip. 

XX = Start-up Channel Selection The channel to be selected on start-up. 
00 = the last used channel 
01 = the first channel found with a valid sync present 
02 = the preset channel number 

XX = Preset Channel Number The channel number to be used when preset channel is selected. 

XX = Start-up Mutes The mute setting on start-up 
1X = Picture mute 
2X = Picture unmute 
X1 = Audio mute 
X2 = Audio unmute 

XX = Start-up OSD State Off/On 00 = Off 
01= On. 

XX = Background. The OSD background colour as defined in , page 5. 

XX = Language. The OSD language. 

XX = Current Brightness Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX = Current Contrast Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX = Current Sharpness Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX = Current Saturation Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX = Current Hue Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX,XX = Current Colour Temperature Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 

XX,XX = Current Horizontal Position Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX,XX = Current Vertical Position Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX,XX = Current Horizontal Size Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX,XX = Current Vertical Size Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX,XX = Current Pixel Count Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX = Current Pixel Phase Range as defined in Download Submode Data, page 13. 

XX = Component Type Range as defined in Download Channel Data, page 11. 
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3.3. Model Information (82) 
XX = Protocol Standard The edition of the protocol supported by this projector 

01 = Editions 1.01 and 1.02 
02 = Edition 1.03 
03 = Edition 1.04 

XX,XX,XX,XX Software version number in the form nn.mm 

XX Analogue board identifier 

XX Input board identifier 

XX Digital Processing board identifier 

XX-XX = Model name A 'C' style, null terminated text string giving the model name 

 

Note that software versions prior to 01.55 do not report as above rather as: 

XX,XX,XX,XX Software version number in the form nn.mm 

XX Analogue board identifier 

In this case the first byte will always decode as 00, so correct identification is always possible. 

3.5. Channel Data 

3.5.1. Upload Channel Data (84) 
See Download Channel Data, page 11. 

Uploads the channel structure for a particular channel from the projector to the remote control 
computer. 

The structure's computer card (if any) will be sent in a subsequent upload computer card message. 

3.5.2. Upload Computer Card Data (85) 
See Download Computer Card Data, page 12. 

Uploads a computer card structure from the projector to the remote control computer. 

The structure's submode will be sent in a subsequent upload submode message. 

3.5.3. Upload Submode Data (86) 
See Download Submode Data, page 13. 

Uploads a submode structure from the projector to the remote control computer. 

The structure's following submodes (if any) will be sent in a subsequent download submode message. 

3.5.4. Begin Upload Computer Card List (87) 
Begins the transfer of computer card and submode data and is used to indicate that the computer 
cards and their associated submodes received in the following sequence of messages form a single 
data structure. 

3.5.5. Structure Transfer Complete (88) 
Terminates the transfer of channel, computer card and submode data and is used as a dummy 
message to indicate that no more data is forthcoming. 
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3.6. Event Flag (89) 
XX = Event 00 = Channel change 

01 = Lamp failure 
Signals to the remote control computer that a significant event has occurred.  The computer may then 
request further details by the usual means. 

3.7. Warning Flag (8a) 
XX = Warning  
Signals to the remote control computer that a warning generating internal event has occurred.  The 
computer may then request further details by the usual means. 

 

3.9. Maintenance 

3.9.1. Flash Erase Response (63) 
XX = Flash bank The identification of the flash bank being erased. 

Confirms the erasure of the flash memory in the program space. 
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3.9.3. Flash Verify Response (8c) 
XX = Result 0 =Content is bad 

1 = Content is OK 

Returns the status of the flash bank in the program space. 
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3.9.4. Flash Idle Response (8d) 
XX = Response 0 = Flash is idle 

1 = Flash is busy 

Returns the idle status of the flash bank(s). 
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4. Command Summary 

4.1. Messages To The Projector 
 

   1a Set user preferences 

01 Mute  20 Set to Value 

02 Lens Control  21 Save Settings 

03 User Interface lock/unlock  22 Previous Settings 

04 Query Capability  23 Revised Settings 

05 Query Settings  24 Preset Settings 

06 Query model information  30 download channel data 

07 System Initialise  31 download computer card data 

08 Channel Change  32 download submode data 

   33 begin download computer card list 

   34 add computer card 

   35 structure transfer complete 

0d Simulate Remote Control 
Command 

 36 upload channel data request 

   37 upload computer card data request 

     

   61 Flash Image Verify 

11 Display test pattern  62 Flash Identify Images 

12 Image Orientation  63 Flash Erase 

13 Select Gamma  64 Flash Download Image In S-Record 
Format 

14 Download Gamma    

15 Set colour balance  66 Flash Idle Query 

   67 Query Image Information 

17 Set password    

18 Set address    
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4.2. Messages From The Projector 
 

63 Flash Erase Response 

67 Image Information Response 

80 Capability 

81 Settings 

82 Model information 

  

84 Upload Channel data 

85 Upload Computer Card 

86 Upload Submode 

87 Begin upload computer card list 

88 Structure Transfer Complete 

89 Event Flag 

8a Warning Flag 

8b Remote Control command 

8c Flash Verify Response 

8d Flash Idle Response 
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5. Remote Control Codes 
The table below lists the key codes used by the Remote Control Unit (zapper). 

 
Key Code  Key Code 
1 3e  Red 27 
2 3d  Green 24 
3 3c  Blue 1f 
4 3b  Up 26 
5 3a  Left 23 
6 39  Down 1e 
7 38  Right 21 
8 37  Enter 22 
9 36  Menu 25 
10 plus 35  Help 20 
0 3f  Exit 1d 
A 34  Focus 31 
Audio mute 33  Brightness 1c 
Picture mute 32  Contrast 1b 
Lamp high 30  Sharpness 1a 
Lamp low 2e  Saturation 19 
Lamp off 2c  Hue 18 
OSD on 2d  Position 17 
OSD off 2f  Size 16 
Save 2b  Pixel 15 
Preset 2a  Phase 14 
Previous 29  Colour 13 
Rev 28    
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6. Character Codes 
The table below lists the character codes used by the projector. 

 
Character Code  Character Code  Character Code 
(space) 0x20  A 0x41  a 0x61 
! 0x21  B 0x42  b 0x62 
" 0x22  C 0x43  c 0x63 
# 0x23  D 0x44  d 0x64 
$ 0x24  E 0x45  e 0x65 
% 0x25  F 0x46  f 0x66 
& 0x26  G 0x47  g 0x67 
' 0x27  H 0x48  h 0x68 
( 0x28  I 0x49  i 0x69 
) 0x29  J 0x4a  j 0x6a 
* 0x2a  K 0x4b  k 0x6b 
+ 0x2b  L 0x4c  l 0x6c 
, 0x2c  M 0x4d  m 0x6d 
- 0x2d  N 0x4e  n 0x6e 
. 0x2e  O 0x4f  o 0x6f 
/ 0x2f  P 0x50  p 0x70 
0 0x30  Q 0x51  q 0x71 
1 0x31  R 0x52  r 0x72 
2 0x32  S 0x53  s 0x73 
3 0x33  T 0x54  t 0x74 
4 0x34  U 0x55  u 0x75 
5 0x35  V 0x56  v 0x76 
6 0x36  W 0x57  w 0x77 
7 0x37  X 0x58  x 0x78 
8 0x38  Y 0x59  y 0x79 
9 0x39  Z 0x5a  z 0x7a 
: 0x3a  [ 0x5b  { 0x7b 
; 0x3b  \ 0x5c  | 0x7c 
< 0x3c  ] 0x5d  } 0x7d 
= 0x3d  ^ 0x5e    
> 0x3e  _ 0x5f    
? 0x3f  ¡ 0x60    
@ 0x40       
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7.0.0.1. Set to Power (00) discontinued 
 

WARNING: This command can not be used in conjunction with use of the infrared remote system on 
the projector, or the remote emulator commands (0d) listed in this document. We have thus 
discontinued publication or implementation of its use. Please see the Simulate Remote Control Codes 
2.1.10 listed on page 5 to control lamp power. 
 

 


